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(54) CHIP, AND RELATED APPARATUS

(57) Embodiments of this application disclose a chip
and a related device. The chip includes a plurality of func-
tional modules and a ring network. The ring network in-
cludes a plurality of nodes, where the plurality of nodes
include a first node and a second a node, and the first
node and the second node are adjacent in the ring net-
work. The first node determines whether a first injection
buffer value is greater than a first threshold and whether
a first injection bandwidth is less than a first expected
bandwidth. When the first injection buffer value is greater

than the first threshold and the first injection bandwidth
is less than the first expected bandwidth, the first node
sends a first request to the second node, where the first
request is used to instruct at least one node in the ring
network, other than the first node, to reduce a transmis-
sion quantity of first data packets, and the first data packet
is a data packet that passes through the first node. Ac-
cording to the embodiments of this application, a network
bandwidth can be properly allocated according to an ac-
tual operating status of a system.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of net-
work communications, and in particular, to a chip and a
related device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As a feature size of a transistor continues to
decrease, increasing functional modules are integrated
into a single chip. An integrated chip typically uses a net-
work on chip (Network on Chip, NoC) to connect the in-
creasing functional modules and is responsible for quick
transfer of a variety of data between the modules. The
NoC is a novel on-chip communications architecture de-
signed for a multi-core system on chip (System on Chip,
SoC). Nodes in an NoC and a network between the nodes
are referred to as an OCN (On-Chip Network) for which
a communication mode of a distributed computer system
is referenced, and communication tasks are completed
by using routing and packet switching technologies in-
stead of conventional bus technologies.
[0003] A bufferless ring (Bufferless Ring Network,
BLR) network is a typical design of a bufferless NoC. In
the bufferless ring network, all nodes constitute a ring
main network path, and each node can be either a source
node or a destination node. The bufferless ring network
also includes a plurality of timeslots (timeslot, slot for
short) rotating around a transmission medium of the ring
network. The slots can serve as carriers for storing and
transmitting data, and move to a next node along the ring
network in each clock cycle, to transfer a data packet
from a source node to a destination node. For example,
when data is being transmitted between the nodes by
using a slot, the node can transmit data in a functional
module to the slot, and can also transmit data in the slot
to the functional module, thereby completing data ex-
change between different functional modules. No data
packets are buffered between adjacent nodes in the buff-
erless ring network. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure
that a data packet moves to a next node at each beat
without a packet loss. To ensure that the data packet can
move to a next level at each beat, a data packet on the
main path needs to be transmitted preferentially. A new
data packet to be injected from a node can be injected
only when the main path has an empty slot (English: Emp-
ty slot). Before there is any empty slot on the main path,
the data packet of the node cannot be injected, causing
a bandwidth allocation imbalance in the bufferless ring
network.
[0004] In the prior art, Intel patent US8289850B2 pro-
posed a method and an apparatus for limiting an expect-
ed maximum bandwidth obtainable by a module. The ap-
paratus provides a configurable time window and a
threshold of a maximum quantity of data packets allowed
to be sent within one window. If a quantity of data packets

sent by the module reaches the threshold in one time
window, a network injection port connected to the module
is disabled, and therefore no more data packets of the
module are injected into a network, so that another mod-
ule has an opportunity to send a data packet to contend
for a network bandwidth. After the time window ends, a
next new time window commences. In this case, all net-
work injection ports are enabled, and a quantity of data
packets sent by the module is recalculated. The forego-
ing solution can ensure absolute bandwidth fairness be-
tween the nodes to some extent, but a bandwidth ob-
tained by each node is relatively fixed once the bandwidth
is configured. When a bandwidth requirement of the node
changes in real time, it is possible that bandwidth alloca-
tion does not adapt to the change and bandwidth utiliza-
tion is low.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a chip and a related device, to resolve a prior-art problem
of imbalanced and inflexible bandwidth allocation per-
formed for nodes in a ring network.
[0006] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides a chip, where the chip may
include: a plurality of functional modules and a ring net-
work. The plurality of functional modules perform data
exchange through the ring network, the ring network in-
cludes a plurality of nodes, and the plurality of functional
modules send and receive data in the ring network by
using the plurality of nodes. The plurality of nodes include
a first node and a second node, where the first node and
the second node are adjacent in the ring network. The
first node determines whether a first injection buffer value
is greater than a first threshold and whether a first injec-
tion bandwidth is less than a first expected bandwidth.
The first injection buffer value is a quantity of to-be-sent
data packets of the first node, and the first injection band-
width is a quantity of data packets successfully injected
by the first node into the ring network in which the first
node is located in one time window. When the first injec-
tion buffer value is greater than the first threshold and
the first injection bandwidth is less than the first expected
bandwidth, the first node sends a first request to the sec-
ond node, where the first request is used to instruct at
least one node in the ring network, other than the first
node, to reduce a transmission quantity of first data pack-
ets, and the first data packet is a data packet that passes
through the first node.
[0007] By using the chip provided in the first aspect,
when bandwidth allocation performed for nodes in the
ring network does not satisfy a requirement, allocation
can be flexibly performed based on a priority or impor-
tance of the nodes, to balance the bandwidth allocation
performed for the nodes in the ring network.
[0008] In a possible implementation, after receiving the
first request, the second node determines whether a sec-
ond injection bandwidth is greater than a second expect-
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ed bandwidth, where the second injection bandwidth is
a quantity of data packets successfully injected by the
second node into the ring network in one time window;
and if the second injection bandwidth is greater than the
second expected bandwidth, the second node reduces
the transmission quantity of first data packets.
[0009] In a possible implementation, if the second in-
jection bandwidth is less than or equal to the second ex-
pected bandwidth, the second node forwards the first re-
quest to a third node, making at least one node in the
ring network, other than the first node and the second
node, reduce the transmission quantity of first data pack-
ets, where the third node is a node in the ring network
adjacent to the second node.
[0010] In a possible implementation, the second node
forwards the first request to a third node, making at least
one node in the ring network, other than the first node
and the second node, reduce the transmission quantity
of first data packets, where the third node is a node in
the ring network adjacent to the second node.
[0011] In a possible implementation, that the second
node reduces the transmission quantity of first data pack-
ets includes: validating, by the second node, a second
upper-limit bandwidth bound, where the second upper-
limit bandwidth bound is used to restrict the quantity of
data packets successfully injected by the second node
into the ring network in one time window to a second
upper-limit bandwidth, and the second upper-limit band-
width is less than or equal to the second expected band-
width.
[0012] In a possible implementation, the second node
determines whether a pass bandwidth exceeds a second
threshold, where the pass bandwidth is a quantity of data
packets passing through the second node in one time
window. If the pass bandwidth exceeds the second
threshold, the second node forwards the first request to
a third node, making at least one node in the ring network,
other than the first node and the second node, reduce
the transmission quantity of first data packets, where the
third node is a node in the ring network adjacent to the
second node.
[0013] In a possible implementation, the first node val-
idates a first upper-limit bandwidth bound, where the first
upper-limit bandwidth bound is used to restrict the quan-
tity of data packets successfully injected by the first node
into the ring network in one time window to a first upper-
limit bandwidth, and the first upper-limit bandwidth is
greater than or equal to the first expected bandwidth.
[0014] In a possible implementation, that the first node
validates a first upper-limit bandwidth bound includes:
replacing, by the first node, an initial upper-limit band-
width of the first node with the first upper-limit bandwidth,
and validating the first upper-limit bandwidth bound.
[0015] In a possible implementation, when the first
node determines that a time period in which the first in-
jection buffer value is equal to zero exceeds a preset time
period, or when the first node determines that the first
injection bandwidth is greater than the first expected

bandwidth, the first node sends a second request to the
second node, where the second request is used to in-
struct at least one node in the ring network, other than
the first node, to increase the transmission quantity of
first data packets.
[0016] In a possible implementation, the first node de-
termines that a time period in which the first injection
buffer value is equal to zero exceeds a preset time period,
or the first node determines that the first injection band-
width is greater than the first expected bandwidth, and
the first node invalidates the first upper-limit bandwidth
bound.
[0017] In a possible implementation, the ring network
is a bufferless ring BLR network.
[0018] In a possible implementation, the first expected
bandwidth is a preset bandwidth value that matches a
priority of the first node.
[0019] According to a second aspect, this application
provides an electronic device, where the electronic de-
vice may include: a security element provided in any im-
plementation of the first aspect and a discrete device
coupled to the chip.
[0020] According to a third aspect, this application pro-
vides a system on chip NoC chip, where the NoC chip
includes a chip provided in any implementation of the
first aspect. The NoC chip may include a chip or may
include a chip and other discrete devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0021] To describe the technical solutions in embodi-
ments of the present invention or in the background more
clearly, the following describes the accompanying draw-
ings required for describing the embodiments of the
present invention or the background.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a bufferless ring
network architecture according to an embodiment of
the present invention; and
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a node
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0022] The following describes the embodiments of the
present invention with reference to the accompanying
drawings in the embodiments of the present invention.
[0023] In the specification, claims, and accompanying
drawings of this application, the terms such as "first",
"second", "third", and "fourth" are intended to distinguish
between different objects but do not indicate a particular
order. In addition, the terms "include", "have", and any
other variants thereof, are intended to cover non-exclu-
sive inclusion. For example, a process, a method, a sys-
tem, a product, or a device that includes a series of steps
or units is not limited to the listed steps or units, but op-
tionally further includes an unlisted step or unit, or op-
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tionally further includes another inherent step or unit of
the process, the method, the product, or the device.
[0024] Mentioning an "embodiment" in this specifica-
tion means that a particular characteristic, structure, or
feature described with reference to the embodiment may
be included in at least one embodiment of this application.
The phrases in various locations of this specification are
unnecessarily corresponding to a same embodiment,
and the embodiment is not an independent or optional
embodiment exclusive from another embodiment. A per-
son skilled in the art explicitly and implicitly understands
that the embodiments described in this specification may
be combined with another embodiment.
[0025] First, to-be-resolved technical problems and
application scenarios in this application are further ana-
lyzed based on the technical disadvantages proposed in
the background.
[0026] In the prior art, for a bandwidth allocation mode
of a BLR, it can be considered that there are a restricted
mode and a non-allocation mode. The restricted mode,
as mentioned in the background, restricts an upper in-
jection bandwidth limit of each node in the BLR in an
initial case, that is, restricts a threshold of a maximum
quantity of data packets successfully sent by a node in
one time window. The non-allocation mode allows each
node to freely contend for a network bandwidth, and in
this mode, a system does not proactively adjust band-
width allocation.
[0027] The restricted mode can ensure absolute fair-
ness between nodes to some extent, but a difference
between the nodes and a possible real-time changing
bandwidth requirement are not considered in this mode.
For example, a video module that processes video cod-
ing and decoding imposes a relatively high bandwidth
requirement, and a module that is responsible for aggre-
gation interruption imposes a relatively low requirement.
Moreover, these modules may impose different band-
width requirements in different time periods. For exam-
ple, there may be a module that has a data burst in the
system (for example, the video module), and the video
module needs to occupy a high network bandwidth to
send and receive a large amount of data in a time period,
and only requires an extremely low network bandwidth
for a small amount of data exchange in another time pe-
riod. When the video module bursts, another module (for
example, the module that is responsible for aggregation
interruption) may be in a scenario in which there is no
data exchange. If the restricted mode is used, the video
module is forbidden from using an idle bandwidth of the
module that is responsible for aggregation interruption.
Eventually, a problem that actual bandwidth require-
ments of the nodes cannot be satisfied while overall net-
work load is unsaturated is caused.
[0028] The non-allocation mode is based on a conten-
tion-based mechanism. When a bandwidth that can be
provided by a network is far greater than required band-
widths of all modules, bandwidth requirements of all the
modules can be satisfied, but the system bandwidth is

apparently wasted. In a scenario in which the bandwidth
that can be provided by the network cannot be far greater
than the required bandwidths, a problem that the band-
width requirements of the nodes cannot be controlled
and imbalanced may be caused. For example, when a
plurality of nodes in the network impose relatively large
bandwidth requirements, because data transmitted on a
main path in the BLR has an absolute priority, a band-
width available to an edge node is far greater than a band-
width obtained by an intermediate node. Consequently,
there is a problem that the edge node can obtain the
bandwidth through contention, and the intermediate
node cannot obtain the bandwidth through contention.
Eventually, a problem that actual bandwidth require-
ments of the nodes cannot be satisfied while overall net-
work load is unsaturated is caused. In summary, the prior
art mainly has the following disadvantages.

(1) From a perspective of static allocation, in the prior
art, different requirements of different types of mod-
ules for a bus bandwidth are not distinguished.
(2) From a perspective of dynamic allocation, in the
prior art, a bus status is not monitored in real time,
and bandwidth allocation is not dynamically adjusted
based on a real-time monitoring result.

[0029] Therefore, a to-be-resolved technical problem
in this application is how to better control and flexibly
allocate a bandwidth based on a real-time changing
bandwidth requirement of each node on an on-chip net-
work.
[0030] For easy understanding of the embodiments of
the present invention, based on the foregoing descrip-
tions, the following describes a network architecture to
which the embodiments of the present invention are ap-
plied. FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a bufferless ring
network architecture according to an embodiment of the
present invention. Using a ring network as an example,
a main path in the bufferless ring network includes a plu-
rality of nodes, where the plurality of nodes are connected
to form a circle, and each node is configured to connect
to at least one functional module (such as an IP core (IP
Core)). Eight nodes in FIG. 1 are used as an example
(represented by circles in FIG. 1), including 101, 102,
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, and 108; and eight corre-
sponding functional modules (represented by squares in
FIG. 1) are used as an example, including 201, 202, 202,
203, 204, 205, 206, 207, and 208. The foregoing external
functional modules exchange data through nodes in the
bufferless ring network. It can be understood that the
foregoing nodes and corresponding modules are all lo-
cated on one integrated circuit substrate, that is, on one
chip.
[0031] A node, also known as a communications node
or an interchange entity, is responsible for data forward-
ing and transfer. In the bufferless ring network, a slot is
transferred between nodes in the ring network in a pre-
determined direction, and there is a slot on each node in
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the ring network at each moment. When data is being
transmitted between the nodes by using a slot, the node
can transmit data in a functional module to the slot, and
can also transmit data in the slot to the functional module.
In this application, data sending or receiving is performed
between the nodes through a main data path 00. For
example, when a functional module 201 needs to send
data to a functional module 204, the functional module
201 transmits the data in a direction of the main path in
the bufferless ring network, starting from a source node
101 or passing through an empty slot and a node 102,
passing through a node 103, and reaching a destination
node 104; and finally transfers the data in the slot to the
functional module 204. So far, the data transmission be-
tween the functional modules is completed in the buffer-
less ring network. Each node in this application needs to
forward and transfer data in the direction of the main path,
and also needs to feed back a request signal for a band-
width requirement, but a transfer direction of the request
signal is opposite to the direction of the main path. There-
fore, in this application, physical lines 11 that may be
used for transmitting a signal whose transfer direction is
opposite to the direction of the main path need to be
configured between the nodes in the bufferless ring net-
work. In this way, the node can feed back a request band-
width signal (such as a first request and a second request
in this application) to its previous-level node. It can be
understood that data sending and receiving between the
nodes in this application is essentially data sending and
receiving between the functional modules corresponding
to the nodes, and transfer between the nodes is per-
formed by using an empty slot. For ease of description,
data sending between nodes is directly used as an ex-
ample in the following related description.
[0032] A functional module, such as an IP core (IP
Core) or a CPU core (CPU Core), can also be referred
to as a computing node (resource, Resource), and is con-
figured to complete computation tasks in a broad sense.
The functional module may be either a SoC or one of
various IPs with a single function. The functional module
may also include devices that are responsible for provid-
ing required data for calculation, such as a double data
rate synchronous dynamic random-access memory
(Double Data Rate, DDR), a high speed serial computer
extended bus standard PCIE device, and a last-level-
cache (Last-Level-Cache, LLC) device.
[0033] It can be understood that the network architec-
ture in FIG. 1 is only an example implementation in this
embodiment of the present invention. The network archi-
tecture in this embodiment of the present invention in-
cludes but is not limited to the bufferless ring network
architecture. It should be understood that this embodi-
ment of the present invention can also be applied to all
networks built based on a ring network, such as a 2D-
mesh network and a 3D-mesh network that are built
based on a BLR.
[0034] As a further implementation of the nodes in FIG.
1, FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a node

according to an embodiment of the present invention. A
node 10 is any node in the bufferless ring network pro-
vided in FIG. 1 in this application. The node 10 may in-
clude an input port 1001, an output port 1002, a time
window length configuration register 1003, a time window
cycle number counter 1004, an injection bandwidth sta-
tistics counter 1005, and an injection buffer counter 1006.
Optionally, a pass bandwidth statistics module 1007, an
injection throttle apparatus 1008, a module priority reg-
ister 1009, and an upper-limit bandwidth configuration
register 10011 may further be included.
[0035] For an input port 1001/an output port 1002, con-
nections between each node (such as 103 in FIG. 1), an
adjacent node (such as 102 in FIG. 1), and a functional
module (such as 203 in FIG. 1) are completed by the
input port and the output port. In the bufferless ring net-
work, there is no virtual channel and buffer between input
ports or output ports. When data needs to be sent from
a source node to a destination node, whether a slot com-
ing from a previous-level node is empty needs to be de-
termined. If the slot is empty, the data is placed into the
slot and then the slot is transmitted to an adjacent next-
level node. If the slot is not empty, the data cannot be
sent to a next node, and because there is no buffer be-
tween switching nodes, the data can only be temporarily
stored in an injection buffer module until a next empty
slot arrives.
[0036] A configuration value of the time window length
configuration register 1003 indicates a quantity of clock
cycles in one time window, and is a static configuration
value. For example, one time window can be configured
as 10000 clock cycles.
[0037] The time window cycle number counter 1004
counts a quantity of clock cycles that a current time win-
dow has elapsed. 1 is added to a count value of the coun-
ter 1004 each time one clock cycle ends. When the count
value of the counter 1004 is equal to the configuration
value of the time window length configuration register
1003, the count value is set to 0, indicating that the current
time window ends and a next time window commences.
[0038] For the injection bandwidth statistics counter
1005, each time a node successfully injects a data packet
into the network within one time window, 1 is added to a
value of the counter 1005. When a time window ends,
the value of the counter 1005 is set to 0. The counter
1005 has counted a network bandwidth obtained by the
node in the current time window.
[0039] The injection buffer counter 1006 calculates a
quantity of buffer data packets in one time window. When
a quantity of to-be-sent data packets of a node increases
by one, 1 is added to a value of the counter 1006. When
a to-be-sent data packet is successfully injected into the
network, 1 is subtracted from the value of the counter
1005. When a time window ends, the value of the counter
1006 is not set to 0.
[0040] For the pass bandwidth statistics counter 1007,
in one time window, for any node, when a valid data pack-
et passes through the main path in the ring network in
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each clock cycle, 1 is added to a value of the counter
1007. When a time window ends, the value of the counter
1007 is set to 0. The counter 1007 counts a network band-
width occupied by an upstream module in the current
time window.
[0041] The injection throttle apparatus 1008 can pre-
vent a node from continuing to inject a data packet into
the network under the control of an injection stopping
condition, so that the node no longer obtains a network
bandwidth. After the injection stopping condition is inval-
idated, the injection throttle apparatus stops working and
does not interfere with injection of a data packet into the
network by a node.
[0042] The module priority register 1009 is a configu-
ration register in respect of a node characteristic. For
example, priorities of nodes (that is, corresponding func-
tional modules) may be divided into four levels: a high
priority (High Priority, HP), a middle priority (Middle Pri-
ority, MP), a low priority (Low Priority, LP), and not
starved (Not Starved, NS). It can be understood that a
quantity of levels and a division rule of priorities may be
determined based on an actual operating status of the
system. This is not specifically limited in this application.
[0043] The expected bandwidth configuration register
10010 is a configuration register in respect of a network
characteristic. For example, expected network band-
widths may also be divided into four levels: a high band-
width (High Bandwidth, HB), a middle bandwidth (Middle
Bandwidth, MB), a low bandwidth (Low Bandwidth, LB),
and a none bandwidth (None Bandwidth, NB). It can be
understood that a quantity of levels and a division rule of
expected bandwidths may be determined based on the
actual operating status of the system. This is not specif-
ically limited in this application.
[0044] The upper-limit bandwidth configuration regis-
ter 10011 is a configuration register in respect of a net-
work characteristic. For example, an upper-limit network
bandwidth can match the expected bandwidth, and the
upper bandwidth may be equal to the expected band-
width or greater than the expected bandwidth. It can be
understood that a value of the upper-limit bandwidth can
specifically be set according to a priority of each node.
This is not specifically limited in this application.
[0045] It can be understood that the node structure in
this embodiment of the present invention includes but is
not limited to the structure in FIG. 2. Any structure in
which a chip in this application can be configured to per-
form bandwidth allocation shall fall within the protection
scope and coverage of this application.
[0046] This application provides a chip based on the
network architecture provided in FIG. 1 and the node
structure provided in FIG. 2, so as to specifically analyze
and resolve the technical problems proposed in this ap-
plication. The chip 10 includes a plurality of functional
modules and a ring network. For a specific form of the
ring network, refer to the ring network provided in FIG.
1. The ring network may be a bufferless ring BLR network.
The plurality of functional modules exchange data

through the ring network, where the ring network includes
a plurality of nodes. The plurality of functional modules
send and receive data in the ring network by using the
plurality of nodes, where the plurality of nodes include a
first node (103 in FIG. 1 is used as an example for sub-
sequent description) and a second node (102 in FIG. 1
is used as an example for subsequent description during
unicasting, and 102, 104, 106 in FIG. 1 are used as an
example for subsequent description during broadcast-
ing), and the first node 103 and the second node 102 are
adjacent in the ring network. Being adjacent means that
there are no other nodes between two nodes in the ring
network.
[0047] The first node 103 can determine whether a first
injection buffer value is greater than a first threshold by
using the injection buffer counter 1006 and determine
whether a first injection bandwidth is less than a first ex-
pected bandwidth by using the injection bandwidth sta-
tistics counter 1005. The first injection buffer value is a
quantity of current to-be-sent data packets of the first
node 103, and the first injection bandwidth is a quantity
of data packets successfully injected by the first node
103 into the ring network in which the first node 103 is
located in one time window. When the first injection buffer
value is greater than the first threshold and the first in-
jection bandwidth is less than the first expected band-
width, the first node 103 may send a first request to the
second node 102 through the dedicated physical line 11
in FIG. 1, where the first request is used to instruct at
least one node in the ring network, other than the first
node 103, to reduce a transmission quantity of first data
packets, and the first data packet is a data packet that
passes through the first node 103. Optionally, the second
node 102 is both an upstream node and an adjacent node
of the first node 103.
[0048] It should be noted that the first data packet is
the data packet that passes through the first node. To be
specific, neither a source node nor a destination node of
the first data packet is the first node, but the first node is
a node, through which the first data packet passes, be-
tween the source node and the destination node.
[0049] With respect to the first injection bandwidth, it
should be noted that because each of data packets in
the ring network reaches a specific destination node from
a specific source node, in terms of a single node in the
entire ring network, an injection bandwidth of the node
can be calculated by calculating a packet sent from the
node. Because a data packet passing through the node
is quite likely to start from another node (certainly there
may be a small quantity of data packets starting from this
node, but fail to RING the destination node and then go
back after circling around), an injection bandwidth can
be calculated on the corresponding starting node. There-
fore, in this application, only the data packets starting
from the nodes are uniformly calculated. In this way, all
successfully injected data packets in the entire ring net-
work are calculated only once, and repeated calculation
is not performed. Moreover, because bandwidth control
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is performed on each node, only data that the node
schedules to the ring network ring from an injection buffer
"ingress buf" can be controlled. For the data packet sent
from the another node and passing through the node,
because the data packet has been sent, occupied a slot,
and circulated in the ring network ring through the slot,
a quantity of data packets cannot be reduced through
adjustment. If the quantity of data packets passing
through the node needs to be reduced, a quantity of data
packets scheduled to the ring network can be reduced
only by reducing sources of data packets, that is, source
nodes. Therefore, in this application, each node first
needs to monitor an injection bandwidth of the node (that
is, a quantity of data packets successfully injected by the
node into the ring network in which the node is located
in one time window).
[0050] Based on the foregoing descriptions, the follow-
ing analyzes how to determine whether a node needs to
send a bandwidth request to another node in the ring
network in this application. It is assumed that an injection
buffer value of a node is large to some extent (which
exceeds a given threshold), but an injection bandwidth
of the node is relatively large (which is greater than a
given threshold). In this case, that the node has no injec-
tion bandwidth to use is not caused by an excessively
high injection bandwidth injected by another node, but
caused by an excessive large quantity of to-be-injected
data packets of the node. The reason is that a condition
that the injection buffer value of the node exceeds the
given threshold indicates that the injection bandwidth cur-
rently occupied by the node is high, and indirectly indi-
cates that another node does not occupy an excessively
high injection bandwidth. Therefore, the node initiating a
bandwidth request cannot be responded at this time by
releasing the injection bandwidth of the another node,
and there is no need to send the first request in this case.
However, when the injection buffer value is greater than
the given threshold and the injection bandwidth is less
than the given threshold, the first node may send the first
request to mitigate an injection bandwidth pressure of
the first node. The reason is that when the first node
currently has a large quantity of data packets to be sent
(the injection buffer value is greater than the first thresh-
old), but the injection bandwidth is relatively low (the in-
jection bandwidth is less than the first expected band-
width), it only indicates that another node has a relatively
high injection bandwidth (occupies a relatively large
quantity of slots in one time window), resulting in an in-
sufficient injection bandwidth (an empty slot in one time
window) of the first node for data transmission. There-
fore, when the foregoing condition is satisfied, the first
node can obtain a higher injection bandwidth by initiating
a request to the another node to reduce the transmission
quantity of first data packets. For example, when both of
the following conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied, the first
node proactively sends the first request (a setting request
bandwidth signal) to the second node.

(1) The ingress buf of the node has a large quantity
of data packets to be sent.

(2) HP and MP modules can only obtain an LB and
a bandwidth lower than the LB, or LP and NS mod-
ules can only obtain an NB and a bandwidth lower
than the NB

[0051] It should be noted that due to unity of the direc-
tion of the main path in the ring network and a principle
of transmitting data between nodes on a shortest path,
for the first node, first data packets of the first node mainly
come from an upstream node that is adjacent to the first
node, namely, the second node. Therefore, in a process
of sending the first request by the first node, in this ap-
plication, the first request may be sent only to an up-
stream (a previous level) node, that is, the second node,
or the first request may be broadcast to all nodes in the
ring network.
[0052] Specific implementations of reducing a trans-
mission quantity of first data packets by at least one node
in the ring network after the second node receives the
first request may include the following two cases:
Case 1: After receiving the first request, the second node
102 determines whether a second injection bandwidth of
the second node 102 is greater than a second expected
bandwidth, where the second injection bandwidth is a
quantity of data packets successfully injected by the sec-
ond node 102 into the ring network in one time window;
and if the second injection bandwidth is greater than the
second expected bandwidth, the second node 102 re-
duces the transmission quantity of first data packets.
[0053] Specifically, after receiving the first request, the
second node first checks whether the currently obtained
injection bandwidth is greater than the second expected
bandwidth that matches the second node. If the second
injection bandwidth is greater than the second expected
bandwidth, it indicates that a quantity of slots currently
occupied by the second node occupied exceeds the pre-
set bandwidth value. Therefore, some slots can be re-
leased by reducing the quantity of first data packets sent
by the second node, so that the first node can obtain a
higher injection bandwidth.
[0054] Case 2: If the second injection bandwidth is less
than or equal to the second expected bandwidth, the sec-
ond node 102 forwards the first request to a third node,
making at least one node in the BLR, other than the first
node 103 and the second node 102, reduce the trans-
mission quantity of first data packets, where the third
node is an adjacent node of the second node 102 in the
BLR. Optionally, the third node is both an upstream node
and an adjacent node of the second node.
[0055] Specifically, after receiving the first request, if
the second node determines that the second injection
bandwidth is less than or equal to the second expected
bandwidth, it indicates that the quantity of slots currently
occupied by the second node does not exceed the preset
bandwidth value, that is, the injection bandwidth of the
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another node is not occupied. Therefore, the node occu-
pying the injection bandwidth of the first node may be a
previous-level node of the second node. The second
node forwards the first request to the adjacent third node
through the physical line 11 in FIG. 1. By analogy, at least
one node is finally found, and some slots can be released
by reducing the quantity of first data packets sent by the
node (the third node or a previous-level node of the third
node), so that the first node can obtain a higher injection
bandwidth.
[0056] Optionally, with reference to Case 1, the second
node 102 may still forward the first request to a third node
103 when the transmission quantity of first data packets
has been reduced, making at least one node, other than
the first node 103 and the second node 102, reduce the
transmission quantity of first data packets, so that the
first node can obtain an injection bandwidth as high as
possible.
[0057] It can be understood that each node in the ring
network may restrict, in an initial case, a threshold of an
injected bandwidth by using an upper-limit bandwidth
configuration register 10010, and the threshold is the ex-
pected bandwidth in this application. In addition, an ex-
pected bandwidth setting rule requires that a total quan-
tity of expected bandwidths of all nodes should not ex-
ceed a total bandwidth of the entire ring network.
[0058] In Case 1, a specific implementation of reducing
the transmission quantity of first data packets by the sec-
ond node 102 may be validating a second upper-limit
bandwidth bound by the second node 102, where the
second upper-limit bandwidth bound is used to restrict
the quantity of data packets successfully injected by the
second node 102 into the ring network in one time window
to a second upper-limit bandwidth, and the second upper-
limit bandwidth is less than or equal to the second ex-
pected bandwidth. The reason is that a quantity of first
data packets sent by the second node 102 to the first
node 103 needs to be reduced. Therefore, the injection
bandwidth of the second node 102 may be restricted by
validating the second upper-limit bandwidth bound of the
second node, to release a part of the bandwidth to the
first node 103 that needs a higher bandwidth. It can be
understood that the upper-limit bandwidth of the second
node 102 needs to be less than or equal to the expected
bandwidth of the second node 102, otherwise, a band-
width limitation function cannot be implemented.
[0059] For example, for the upper-limit bandwidth con-
figuration register 10010 of software or a BIOS configu-
ration node, a value of the register 10010 represents a
maximum network injection bandwidth available to the
node within one time window. When a bandwidth ob-
tained by the node is equal to the expected bandwidth,
the injection throttle apparatus 1008 is activated, so as
to prevent the node from continuing to inject a data packet
into the ring network to occupy a network bandwidth.
When a next time window commences, the injection
throttle apparatus 1008 is invalidated, so that a data pack-
et can be injected into the network by the node, and the

injection bandwidth of the node starts to be recalculated.
In this mechanism, a maximum quantity of data packets
that a node can inject into the network in one time window
is restricted, thereby restricting the maximum network
bandwidth occupied by the node.
[0060] In a possible implementation, after receiving the
first request sent by the first node, the second node 102
determines whether a pass bandwidth exceeds a second
threshold, where the pass bandwidth is a quantity of data
packets passing through the second node 102 in one
time window. If the pass bandwidth of the second node
exceeds the second threshold, the second node 102 for-
wards the first request to the third node 101, making at
least one node, other than the first node 103 and the
second node 102 in the ring network, reduce the trans-
mission quantity of first data packets. The pass band-
width of the second node 102 indicates a data packet
that is definitely to arrive at or that passes through the
first node 103, and therefore the data packet correspond-
ing to the pass bandwidth is sent from an upstream node
other than the second node 102. The destination node
includes the data packet of the first node, but other data
packets affect the injection bandwidth of the first node.
Therefore, the second node forwards the first request to
the third node, so that the upstream node of the second
node reduces the transmission quantity of first data pack-
ets.
[0061] Optionally, in this application, when the injection
bandwidth of the first node is relatively small and insuf-
ficient, the first request may be sent to another node in
the ring, and an upper bandwidth limit of the first node
may be set. For example, the first node 103 validates a
first upper-limit bandwidth bound, where the first upper-
limit bandwidth bound is used to restrict the quantity of
data packets successfully injected by the first node 103
into the ring network in one time window to a first upper-
limit bandwidth. It can be understood that the first upper-
limit bandwidth is greater than or equal to the first ex-
pected bandwidth, so that the first node 103 does not
excessively occupy an injection bandwidth of the other
node on the premise of ensuring that the first node 103
can obtain a relatively high injection bandwidth, thereby
improving bandwidth utilization of the entire ring network.
[0062] In a possible implementation, a specific manner
of validating the first upper-limit bandwidth bound by the
first node 103 may be: The first node 103 replaces an
initial upper-limit bandwidth of the first node 103 with the
first upper-limit bandwidth, and validates the first upper-
limit bandwidth bound. To be specific, each node may
set an initial upper-limit value (for example, the initial up-
per-limit value of the first node is the corresponding first
expected bandwidth), and then uses another upper-limit
value (for example, an upper limit of the first node is the
first upper-limit bandwidth) when finding that the injection
bandwidth is quite insufficient. For example, if a node
has a high initial priority, an initial upper injection band-
width limit of the node may be higher than that of another
node, and then when finding that the injection bandwidth
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is insufficient, a higher upper limit may be validated to
ensure that the node with a high priority can obtain a
higher injection bandwidth.
[0063] The foregoing describes a solution for a prob-
lem that the insufficient bandwidth of first node is caused
by excessively high injection bandwidth of another node
in the ring network. Further, when the first node obtains
a bandwidth released by another node in the ring net-
work, due to a real-time change of a data volume of a
node, when the required injection bandwidth of the first
node decreases, the obtained injection bandwidth may
be released to the another node in this application. In a
possible implementation, when the first node 103 deter-
mines that a time period in which the first injection buffer
value is equal to zero exceeds a preset time period, or
when the first node 103 determines that the first injection
bandwidth is greater than the first expected bandwidth,
the first node 103 sends a second request to the second
node 102, where the second request is used to instruct
at least one node in the ring network, other than the first
node 103, to increase the transmission quantity of first
data packets. To be specific, when the first node 103
finds that the quantity of current to-be-sent data packets
is greatly reduced (that is, the injection buffer is empty
for a long time), or when there are many data packets to
be sent but the currently obtained injection bandwidth is
quite large (which has exceeded the maximum value that
the system can provide), the first node 103 needs to send
the second request to the second node. For example,
when any one of the following conditions (1) and (2) is
satisfied, the first node block proactively sends the sec-
ond request (a clearing request bandwidth signal):

(1) The injection buffer "ingress buf" of the node has
no data packet to be sent for a long time.
(2) The HP and MP nodes have obtained an MB and
a bandwidth higher than MB, or the LP and NS nodes
have obtained an LB and a bandwidth higher than
LB.

[0064] Optionally, the first node may send the second
request to the second node in the ring network, so that
an injection bandwidth of another node in the ring network
can be appropriately increased. In addition, the first node
may further adjust the upper injection bandwidth limit of
the first node. In a possible implementation, the first node
103 determines that the time period in which the first in-
jection buffer value is equal to zero exceeds the preset
time period, or the first node 103 determines that the first
injection bandwidth is greater than the first expected
bandwidth, the first node 103 invalidates the first upper-
limit bandwidth bound. When a higher injection band-
width is not needed, the first node may invalidate the first
upper-limit bandwidth bound and make the node enter a
non-allocation mode to avoid wasting bandwidth resourc-
es.
[0065] In a possible implementation, the first expected
bandwidth is a preset bandwidth value that matches a

priority of the first node 103.
[0066] Different priorities of nodes are corresponding
to different expected bandwidths. In principle, an expect-
ed bandwidth of a node with a higher priority is not lower
than that of a node with a lower priority.
[0067] It should be noted that in this application, ex-
pected bandwidths of all nodes may be different, and
upper-limit bandwidths of all the nodes are different. Dif-
ferent priorities of nodes are corresponding to different
expected bandwidths and upper-limit bandwidths. In
principle, an expected bandwidth and an upper-limit
bandwidth of a node with a higher priority are not lower
than those of a node with a lower priority. In this applica-
tion, a corresponding priority may be set for each node
in the ring network by using the module priority register
1009, a corresponding expected bandwidth is set based
on the priority by using the expected bandwidth config-
uration register 10010, and based on the priority level,
and a corresponding upper-limit bandwidth is set based
on the priority by using the upper-limit bandwidth config-
uration register 10011. In this way, proper and efficient
bandwidth allocation can be performed based on differ-
ent nodes (such as nodes of different importance or
nodes with different requirements for data packet
processing amounts) and actual real-time changing in-
jection bandwidth requirements.
[0068] It should be noted that in one ring network, a
quantity of slots provided by the system is invariable with-
in one time window. In other words, for the entire ring
network, the total bandwidth is invariable. Therefore, an
upper bandwidth limit of each node needs to be set based
on the total bandwidth accordingly. A case that a sum of
the upper bandwidth limits of the nodes is greater than
the total bandwidth needs to be avoided; otherwise, a
limitation function cannot be implemented.
[0069] In the embodiments of the present invention,
different manners are used to cope with different band-
width requirements of the module, and when the overall
network load is unsaturated, a node with a high band-
width requirement can obtain a required high bandwidth.
In addition, an optimal configuration applicable to the chip
or scenario can be provided based on data traffic char-
acteristics of different types of chip or different use sce-
narios. This resolves the technical problems in this ap-
plication.

(1) From a perspective of static allocation, various
nodes have different bandwidth requirements. A
node with a high bandwidth requirement needs to
obtain a relatively high bandwidth, and a node with
a low bandwidth requirement needs to obtain a rel-
atively low bandwidth.
(2) From a perspective of dynamic allocation, a real-
time network load status needs to be considered for
bandwidth allocation and bandwidth adjustment is
performed based on an actual traffic status of the
network.
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[0070] It should be noted that, the non-allocation mode
and the restricted mode in the prior art can be applied
flexibly in this application. This is not specifically limited
in this application. For example, the non-allocation mode
is used in some time periods or under some conditions,
and the restricted mode is used in some time periods or
under some conditions, and the allocation mode in the
embodiments of this application can be used in some
time periods or under some other conditions.
[0071] The foregoing are merely several embodiments
of the present invention. A person skilled in the art can
make various modifications or variations to the present
invention based on disclosed content in this application
file without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention. For example, specific shapes or struc-
tures of the various components in the accompanying
drawings of the embodiments of the present invention
can be adjusted depending on actual application scenar-
ios.
[0072] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is merely an example. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not be performed. In addition, the displayed
or discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented through
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electrical, mechanical, or other forms.
[0073] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
depending on actual requirements to achieve the objec-
tives of the solutions of the embodiments. In addition,
functional units in the embodiments of this application
may be integrated into one processing unit, or each of
the units may exist alone physically, or at least two units
are integrated into one unit.
[0074] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may
be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware,
or any combination thereof. When software is used to
implement the embodiments, the embodiments may be
implemented completely or partially in a form of a com-
puter program product. The computer program product
includes one or more computer instructions. When the
computer program instruction is loaded and executed on
a computer, the procedure or functions according to the
embodiments of the present invention are completely or
partially generated. The computer may be a general-pur-
pose computer, a dedicated computer, a computer net-
work, or another programmable apparatus. The compu-

ter instruction may be stored in a computer-readable stor-
age medium, or may be transmitted by using the com-
puter-readable storage medium. For example, the com-
puter instruction may be transmitted from a website, a
computer, a server, or a data center to another website,
computer, server, or data center in a wired (for example,
a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a digital subscriber
line (digital subscriber line, DSL)) or wireless (for exam-
ple, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The compu-
ter-readable storage medium may be any usable medium
accessible by a computer, or a data storage device, such
as a server or a data center integrating one or more us-
able media. The usable medium may be a magnetic me-
dium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a mag-
netic tape), an optical medium (for example, a digital ver-
satile disc (digital versatile disc, DVD)), a semiconductor
medium (for example, a solid state disk (solid state disk,
SSD)), or the like.

Claims

1. A chip, comprising a plurality of functional modules
and a ring network, wherein the plurality of functional
modules perform data exchange through the ring
network, the ring network comprises a plurality of
nodes, and the plurality of functional modules send
and receive data in the ring network by using the
plurality of nodes, wherein
the plurality of nodes comprise a first node and a
second node, wherein the first node and the second
node are adjacent in the ring network;
the first node determines whether a first injection
buffer value is greater than a first threshold and
whether a first injection bandwidth is less than a first
expected bandwidth, wherein the first injection buffer
value is a quantity of to-be-sent data packets of the
first node, and the first injection bandwidth is a quan-
tity of data packets successfully injected by the first
node into the ring network in which the first node is
located in one time window; and
when the first injection buffer value is greater than
the first threshold and the first injection bandwidth is
less than the first expected bandwidth, the first node
sends a first request to the second node, wherein
the first request is used to instruct at least one node
in the ring network, other than the first node, to re-
duce a transmission quantity of first data packets,
and the first data packet is a data packet that passes
through the first node.

2. The chip according to claim 1, wherein
after receiving the first request, the second node de-
termines whether a second injection bandwidth is
greater than a second expected bandwidth, wherein
the second injection bandwidth is a quantity of data
packets successfully injected by the second node
into the ring network in one time window; and
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if the second injection bandwidth is greater than the
second expected bandwidth, the second node re-
duces the transmission quantity of first data packets.

3. The chip according to claim 2, wherein
if the second injection bandwidth is less than or equal
to the second expected bandwidth, the second node
forwards the first request to a third node, making at
least one node in the ring network, other than the
first node and the second node, reduce the trans-
mission quantity of first data packets, wherein the
third node is a node in the ring network adjacent to
the second node.

4. The chip according to claim 2, wherein
the second node forwards the first request to a third
node, making at least one node in the ring network,
other than the first node and the second node, reduce
the transmission quantity of first data packets,
wherein the third node is a node in the ring network
adjacent to the second node.

5. The chip according to any one of claims 2 to 4, where-
in that the second node reduces the transmission
quantity of first data packets comprises:
validating, by the second node, a second upper-limit
bandwidth bound, wherein the second upper-limit
bandwidth bound is used to restrict the quantity of
data packets successfully injected by the second
node into the ring network in one time window to a
second upper-limit bandwidth, and the second up-
per-limit bandwidth is less than or equal to the sec-
ond expected bandwidth.

6. The chip according to claim 1, wherein
the second node determines whether a pass band-
width exceeds a second threshold, wherein the pass
bandwidth is a quantity of data packets passing
through the second node in one time window; and
if the pass bandwidth exceeds the second threshold,
the second node forwards the first request to a third
node, making at least one node in the ring network,
other than the first node and the second node, reduce
the transmission quantity of first data packets,
wherein the third node is a node in the ring network
adjacent to the second node.

7. The chip according to any of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the first node validates a first upper-limit bandwidth
bound, wherein the first upper-limit bandwidth bound
is used to restrict the quantity of data packets suc-
cessfully injected by the first node into the ring net-
work in one time window to a first upper-limit band-
width, and the first upper-limit bandwidth is greater
than or equal to the first expected bandwidth.

8. The chip according to claim 7, wherein that the first
node validates a first upper-limit bandwidth bound

comprises:
replacing, by the first node, an initial upper-limit
bandwidth of the first node with the first upper-limit
bandwidth, and validating the first upper-limit band-
width bound.

9. The chip according to any of claims 1 to 8, wherein
when the first node determines that a time period in
which the first injection buffer value is equal to zero
exceeds a preset time period, or when the first node
determines that the first injection bandwidth is great-
er than the first expected bandwidth, the first node
sends a second request to the second node, wherein
the second request is used to instruct at least one
node in the ring network, other than the first node,
to increase the transmission quantity of first data
packets.

10. The chip according to any of claims 1 to 8, wherein
the first node determines that a time period in which
the first injection buffer value is equal to zero exceeds
a preset time period, or the first node determines that
the first injection bandwidth is greater than the first
expected bandwidth, and the first node invalidates
the first upper-limit bandwidth bound.

11. The chip according to any of claims 1 to 10, wherein
the ring network is a bufferless ring BLR network.

12. The chip according to any of claims 1 to 11, wherein
the first expected bandwidth is a preset bandwidth
value that matches a priority of the first node.

13. An electronic device, comprising:
the chip according to any one of claims 1 to 12 and
a discrete device coupled to the chip.
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